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With the works in My Hair is Wet and My Shoes are Tied, Bird has taken over production of the 
frames of his photographic works, a task typically subcontracted to professional framers. In 
previous works from this series, Bird took measures to obscure and mediate the photos through 
toning, reflection, and informal installation. The new works add another layer of interruption 
between content and viewer:  “corrective blocks” (pieces of sanded and painted wood) are 
balanced on and around the frames, serving a dual purpose--to provide color reference (all colors 
used are based on the Kodak Color Reference Chart used my professional photographers when 
doing copywork) and to physically balance the works on the wall. All of the framed works are 
thrown off-balance by one element (a problem) and corrected by a second element (a 
solution). Which element is which is often indeterminate or counter-intuitive, complicated by the 
existence of real fruit. Without replacement, the fruit will throw the works off-kilter, and possibly 
off the walls of the gallery. 
 
The framed photos are burdened with rules, counter-arguments, reason, logic, solutions, problems 
until they almost literally crumble under the weight. The subject matter of the photos--leisure 
time afforded a professional artist--is pushed into an ethereal zone of non-meaning, with all 
attention being drawn to the surrounding “working” elements. 
 
The four sculptures presented are from an ongoing series in which Thonet-style bistro chairs are 
disassembled, sanded, sawed, painted, and reassembled as writhing, abstract forms whose only 
discernible purpose is to support a single entropic element--a piece of fruit, a lightbulb, or a 
plant. These newest works venture into the realm of representation for the first time, with each 
work now identifiable as a familiar piece of common furniture. Bird sees these as a collaboration 
between himself and the original craftspersons of the chairs, as he is forced to utilize and 
reinterpret their original fabrication decisions. In this way, Bird is partially relieved of the burden 
of the label of “artist” and the inherent guilt that does along with creating, showing, and selling 
art. 
 
 
 
	  


